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GRADED VERSION OF LOCAL COHOMOLOGY
WITH RESPECT TO A PAIR OF IDEALS

P.H. LIMA AND V.H. JORGE PÉREZ

ABSTRACT. In this paper, we prove some well-known
results on local cohomology with respect to a pair of
ideals in graded version, such as the Independence theo-
rem, Lichtenbaum-Harshorne vanishing theorem, Basic finite-
ness and vanishing theorem, among others. In addition, we
present a generalized version of the Melkersson theorem re-
garding the Artinianness of modules, and a result concerning
Artinianness of local cohomology modules.

1. Introduction. Local cohomology with respect to a pair of ideals
was first defined in [11], where the authors generalized the usual notion
of local cohomology module and studied its various properties such as
the relation between the usual local cohomology module Hi

I(M) and
that defined to a pair of ideals, Hi

I,J(M), vanishing and nonvanish-
ing theorems, the generalized version of the Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne
theorem, among others.

Using the above results as motivation, the aim of this paper is
to present in graded version some basic theorems on cohomology
with respect to a pair of ideals, such as the Independence theorem,
Lichtenbaum-Harshorne vanishing theorem, basic finiteness and vanish-
ing theorems, and assertions concerning Artinianness and depth with
respect to a pair of ideals.

We shall let R be a graded ring, I ⊆ R a graded ideal, J an
arbitrary ideal and M a graded R-module. We will also let R+ denote
the irrelevant ideal of R, that is, the ideal generalized by elements of
positive degree.
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The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we view
the local cohomology ∗Hi

I,J(M) as a graded module and express it in
terms of usual local cohomology modules. In order to be more precise,

we denote by ∗W̃ (I, J) the set of homogeneous ideals c of R such that
In ⊆ c+ J for some integer n, and then, show that

∗Hi
I,J(M) ∼= lim−→c∈∗W̃ (I,J)

∗Hi
c(M).

We also present the graded version of the Independence and Lichtenbaum-
Harshorne vanishing theorems for a pair of ideals.

In Section 3, we suppose that R is a positively graded Noetherian
ring which is standard, that is, R = R0[R1], where R0 is local ring. In
[5], the number

cd(I, J,M) := sup{i | Hi
I,J(M) ̸= 0}

is defined. We prove that

dimM/(m0R+ J)M = sup{i | Hi
R+,m0R+J(M) ̸= 0},

and thus, it is obtained that cd(R+,m0R,M) = cd(R+,M). Also, in
[10, Theorem 2.1], the authors show that, if n = sup{i | Hi

R+
(M) ̸= 0},

then the R-module Hn
R+

(M)/m0H
n
R+

(M) is Artinian. We prove a

similar result for the case of local cohomology with respect to a pair
of homogeneous ideals. If c := cd(R+,m0R,M), then the R-module
Hc

R+,m0R
(M)/m0H

c
R+,m0R

(M) is Artinian.

Furthermore, a new version, with respect to a pair of ideals, is also
presented for Melkersson’s theorem regarding Artinianness.

In Section 4, the module M and the ring R are assumed to be a
Cohen-Macaulay, and then, an expression to the number

inf{i ∈ N0 | Hi
R+,J(M) ̸= 0}

is obtained.

In Section 5, it is proved that Hi
R+,J(M)n is a finite R0-module for

all n ∈ Z and all i ≥ 0 if and only if Hi
R+,J(M)n = 0 for n ≫ 0 and

all i ≥ 0. Finally, we prove a result regarding asymptotical stability
(Theorem 5.6).
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2. Graded versions for a pair of ideals. In this section, we
introduce a grading to Hi

I,J(M), making this a graded module. The

results [11, Theorem 3.2], the Independence theorem for a pair of ideals
and the generalized version of the Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne theorem are
again presented from the point of view of graded modules.

(A) Let R be a graded ring, let I ⊆ R be a graded ideal and let J
be an arbitrary ideal. If M is a graded R-module, then ΓI,J(M) is a
graded submodule of M . In fact, set m = (mk) ∈ ΓI,J(M), such that
In ⊆ (0 : m) + J . It is easy to see that In ⊆ (0 : mk) + J , for each
k. Then define ΓI,J(M)i = {m ∈ Mi : mIn ⊆ mJ for some positive
integer n ≥ 1}.

(B) For a homomorphism f : M → N , we have f(ΓI,J(M)) ⊆
ΓI,J(N) such that there is a mapping ΓI,J(f) : ΓI,J(M) → ΓI,J(N),
which is the restriction of f to ΓI,J(M). Thus, ΓI,J is an additive
functor on the category of all graded R-modules.

(C) Since the category of the graded modules has enough injectives,
we can form the ith right derived functor of ΓI,J (on the category of
the graded modules), which will be denoted by ∗Hi

I,J , i ≥ 0. For a

graded R-module M , we shall refer to ∗Hi
I,J(M) as the ith graded

local cohomology module of M with respect to the pair of ideals (I, J).

(D) Through the use of functor properties, given an exact sequence
0 → M → N → P → 0 of graded R-modules, a long exact sequence
can be derived

0 −→ ∗H0
I,J(M) −→ ∗H0

I,J(N) −→ ∗H0
I,J(P ) −→

−→ ∗H1
I,J(M) −→ ∗H1

I,J(N) −→ ∗H1
I,J(P ) −→ · · · ,

of graded modules with respect to a pair of ideals.

Definition 2.1. We denote by ∗W̃ (I, J) the set of homogeneous ideals
c of R such that In ⊆ c+J for some integer n. We also define a partial
order for this set:

c ≤ d if c ⊇ d, for c, d ∈ ∗W̃ (I, J).

If a ≤ b, then we obtain the inclusion map Γa(M) ↪→ Γb(M). The order

relation on ∗W̃ (I, J) and the inclusion maps turn {Γa(M)}
a∈∗W̃ (I,J)

into a direct system of graded R-modules.
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Proposition 2.2. Let R be a graded ring, I a graded ideal, J an
arbitrary ideal of R and M a graded R-module. Then, there is a natural
graded isomorphism

∗Hi
I,J(M) ∼= lim−→c∈∗W̃ (I,J)

∗Hi
c(M).

Proof. Firstly, observe that ΓI,J(M) =
∪

c∈∗W̃ (I,J) Γc(M). In fact,

if x ∈
∪

c∈∗W̃ (I,J) Γc(M), we have xcn = 0 and Im ⊆ c+ J for positive

integers n,m and some c ∈∗ W̃ (I, J). Since Imn ⊆ (c+ J)n ⊆ cn + J ,
we have Imnx ⊆ Jx, that is, x ∈ ΓI,J(M).

Now, let x ∈ ΓI,J(M). Write x = x1 + · · · + xr, where xi is
homogeneous. Then, for each i, we have that there exists an ni such
that Ini ⊆ ann(xi) + J . Set ai = ann(xi). This yields xa1 · · · ar = 0.
In addition, note that

In1+···+nr = In1 · · · Inr ⊆ (a1 + J) · · · (ar + J) ⊆ a1 · · · ar + J.

This means that a1 · · · ar ∈ W̃ (I, J). Therefore, x ∈ Γc(M), where
c = a1 · · · ar.

The rest of the proof follows by using [2, Theorem 12.3.1]. �

Remark 2.3. Consider the above setup. Since

ΓI,J(M) =
∪

c∈∗W̃ (I,J)

Γc(M),

it may be concluded similarly to the above proof that

Hi
I,J(M) ∼= lim−→c∈∗W̃ (I,J)H

i
c(M).

The next result is obtained from the previous proposition since
∗Hi

c(E) = 0 for any graded ideal c and an ∗injective graded R-module
E and i > 0.

Proposition 2.4. Let R be a graded ring, I a graded ideal and J
an arbitrary ideal. Let E be an ∗injective graded R-module. Then,
Hi

I,J(E) = 0.

By Proposition 2.4, we have the following
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Proposition 2.5. Let R be a graded ring, I a graded ideal and J
an arbitrary ideal. Let M be an R-graded module. There is an
isomorphism

∗Hi
I,J(M) ∼= Hi

I,J(M),

for all i as underlying R-modules.

The next result is a graded version for the independence theorem
with respect to a pair of ideals, see [11, Theorem 2.7].

Theorem 2.6. Assume that R =
⊕

n∈Z Rn is a graded ring, I ⊂ R a
graded ideal and J ⊂ R an arbitrary ideal. Let R′ =

⊕
n∈Z R

′
n be an-

other Noetherian graded ring and f : R → R′ a graded homomorphism
of rings such that f(J) = JR′ and M ′ an R′-module.

(i) For each i ∈ N0, both the cohomology modules Hi
IR′,JR′(M ′) and

Hi
I,J(M

′) are graded R-modules;

(ii) For each i ∈ N0, there exists a graded isomorphism

Hi
IR′,JR′(M ′) ∼= Hi

I,J(M
′)

of graded R-modules.

Proof. The first item follows since f is homogeneous.

The assumption f(J) = JR′ gives ΓIR′,JR′(M ′) = ΓI,J(M
′). By

[11, Theorem 2.7], for each graded R-module M ′, an isomorphism

Hi
IR′,JR′(M ′) ∼= Hi

I,J(M
′)

is obtained. By using the grading on Hi
I,J(M

′) obtained from the first
item, we can turn this isomorphism into a graded isomorphism.

On the other hand, given an R-graded homomorphism f : M ′ → N ′,
we have a natural commutative diagram

Hi
I,J(M

′) −→ Hi
I,J(N

′)

↓ ↓
Hi

IR′,JR′(M ′) −→ Hi
IR′,JR′(N ′).

Hence, as Hi
IR′,JR′(E) equals zero (by Proposition 2.4), these (new)

gradings coincide with those from item (i). Thus, item (ii) holds. �
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Next, we provide a type of generalization for the graded version of
the Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne theorem, see [2, 13.1.16].

Theorem 2.7. Let R = ⊕n≥0Rn be a positively graded ring of dimen-
sion d which is an integral domain. Assume that R0 is a complete local
ring. Let I be a graded ideals of R such that dimR/I > 0 and J an
arbitrary ideal of R. Then, Hd

I,J(R)/JHd
I,J(R) = 0.

Proof. By using the exact sequence

0 −→ J −→ R −→ R/J −→ 0

and the Grothendieck vanishing theorem, we obtain a surjective map

Hd
I (R) −→ Hd

I (R/J).

From the ordinary graded Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne vanishing theorem,
we have Hd

I (R) = 0, thus Hd
I (R/J) = 0.

Now we use [11, Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 4.8] to obtain

0 = Hd
I (R/J) ∼= Hd

I,J(R/J) ∼= Hd
I,J(R)⊗R R/J ∼= Hd

I,J(R)/JHd
I,J(R).

�

3. Top local cohomology. In this section, we give a version for
Melkersson’s theorem concerning Artinianness of a module with respect
to a pair of ideals (Proposition 3.1). Also, a result is obtained regarding
Artinianness of local cohomology with respect to a pair of ideals
(Theorem 3.8). To conclude the section, we find the top of the local
cohomology with respect to a pair of ideals (Theorem 3.5).

Proposition 3.1 ([9, Theorem 1.3]). Let M be an (I, J)-torsion R-
module for which (JM :M I) is an Artinian module. Then M is an
Artinian module.

Proof. If M is an (I, J)-torsion R-module, then M/JM is an I-
torsion module by [11, Corollary 1.9]. Since by assumption (JM :M
I) = (0 :M/JM I) is an Artinian module we can use a result due to
Melkersson (see [9, Theorem 1.3]) to obtain that M/JM is an Artinian
module. Moreover, JM ⊆ (JM :M I) is also an Artinian module. By
an exact sequence, we can conclude that M is an Artinian module. �
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We now enunciate two results from [11] in the graded case. The
proofs are essentially the same.

Lemma 3.2 ([11, Corollary 4.2]). Let M be a finite module over a
graded local ring R. Let I and J be graded ideals of R. Then the
following are equivalent :

(i) M is (I, J)-torsion R-module.
(ii) Hi

I,J(M) = 0 for all integers i > 0.

Theorem 3.3 ([11, Theorem 4.3]). Let M be a finite module over
a graded local ring R. Let I and J be graded ideals of R. Then
Hi

I,J(M) = 0 for any i > dimM/JM .

Throughout the remainder of this section let

R = ⊕d≥0Rd

denote a positively graded commutative Noetherian ring, which is
standard, that is, R = R0[R1]. Assume that R0 is a local ring of
maximal ideal m0. Set R+ = ⊕i>0Ri, the irrelevant ideal of R. Let
M = ⊕d∈ZMd be a finitely graded R-module. Let M [a] denote the
graded module a-shift of M , defined by M [a]i = Mi+a.

Remark 3.4. From Proposition 2.2, Hi
I,J(M [a]) ∼= Hi

I,J(M)[a] can be
derived as homogeneous modules.

Let I and J be ideals of R. The number

cd(I, J,M) := sup{i | Hi
I,J(M) ̸= 0}

is defined in [5]. If J = 0, we just denote it by cd(I,M).

Theorem 3.5. Let J be a graded ideal of R. Then,

dimM/(m0R+ J)M = sup{i | Hi
R+,m0R+J(M) ̸= 0}.

Proof. Set d := dimM/(m0R+ J)M . Consider the exact sequence

0 −→ (m0R+ J)M −→ M −→ M/(m0R+ J)M −→ 0,
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which yields the exact sequence

Hi
R+,m0R+J (M) −→ Hi

R+,m0R+J

(
M

(m0R+ J)M

)
−→ Hi+1

R+,m0R+J((m0R+ J)M).

Now note that

dim
(m0R+ J)M

(m0R+ J)(m0R+ J)M
≤ dim

M

(m0R+ J)2M

= dim
M

(m0R+ J)M
= d;

thus, due to Theorem 3.3, we obtain Hi
R+,m0R+J((m0R+J)M) = 0 for

i > d.

On the other hand, by using [6, Corollary 35.20] and [11, Corollary
2.5], it is easily seen that

Hd
R+,m0R+J(M/(m0R+ J)M) ∼= Hd

R+
(M/(m0R+ J)M)

∼= Hd
(R/m0R)+

(M/(m0R+ J)M).

This last cohomology module is nonzero [6, Corollary 36.19]. By
observing the above long exact sequence we obtain the desired result.

�

Corollary 3.6. cd(R+,m0R,M) = cd(R+,M).

Proof. The proof follows from [3, Lemma 3.4]. �

Remark 3.7. Observe that, if cd(R+,m0R,M) > 0, then, by Theo-
rem 3.5, we can choose a homogeneous element x ∈ R+ avoiding all the
minimal primes of (m0M :R M), so that

cd(R+,m0R,M/xM) = cd(R+,m0R,M)− 1.

In addition, if grade(R+,M) > 0, the element x may be chosen to be
M -regular.

The next theorem is similar to [10, Theorem 2.1].
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Theorem 3.8. Set c := cd(R+,m0R,M). The R-module

Hc
R+,m0R(M)/m0H

c
R+,m0R(M)

is Artinian.

Proof. We proceed by induction on c = cd(R+,m0R,M). If c = 0,
then M = ΓR+,m0R(M). As M is a finite R-module, we have

Rn
+ΓR+,m0R(M) ⊆ m0ΓR+,m0R(M)

for some integer n. Hence, ΓR+,m0R(M)/m0ΓR+,m0R(M) is annihilated
by a power of m0 +R+; thus, it is Artinian.

Now assume by induction that c > 0. We have shown the result for
any finite graded R-module N such that cd(R+,m0R,N) < c.

Since c > 0, due to [11, Corollary 1.13], we have cd(R+,m0R,M) =
cd(R+,m0R,M/ΓR+,m0(M)). Thus, we can assume that M is an
(R+, J)-torsion free R-module. Therefore, M is also an R+-torsion
free R-module, as ΓR+(M) ⊆ ΓR+,J(M). By using Remark 3.7, there
exists a homogeneous element x ∈ R+ which isM -regular and such that
cd(R+,m0R,M/xM) = c− 1, say, deg(x) = a. The exact sequence

0 −→ M
x−→ M [−a] −→ (M/xM)[−a] −→ 0

induces an exact sequence

· · · → Hc−1
R+,m0R

(M/xM)

→ Hc
R+,m0R

(M)
x→ Hc

R+,m0R
(M)[−a] → Hc

R+,m0R
(M/xM)[−a] → · · · .

Observe that Hc
R+,m0R

(M/xM) = 0. Let L denote the kernel of

multiplication by x on Hc
R+,m0R

(M). By inductive hypothesis, we

obtain that the R-module Hc−1
R+,m0R

(M/xM)/m0H
c−1
R+,m0R

(M/xM) is

Artinian and so is L/m0L, as a homomorphic image of this module.

In addition, we have the exact sequence

L/m0L −→
Hc

R+,m0R
(M)

m0Hc
R+,m0R

(M)

x−→
Hc

R+,m0R
(M)

m0Hc
R+,m0R

(M)
[−a] −→ 0.

Note then that the kernel of the multiplication by x on Hc
R+,m0R

(M)/

[m0H
c
R+,m0R

(M)] is an Artinian R-module. Since Hc
R+,m0R

(M)/

[m0H
c
R+,m0R

(M)] is an ((x),m0R)-torsion R-module, Proposition 3.1
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can be used in order to obtain Hc
R+,m0R

(M)/[m0H
c
R+,m0R

(M)] is Ar-
tinian. �

Theorem 3.9. Let J be a graded ideal of R. Set d := dimM/(m0R+
J)M . Suppose that Hi

R+,J(M) is a finite R-module for all i > d. Then,

Hi
R+,J(M) = 0

for all i > d.

Proof. We argue by induction. Let n = dimR M . Suppose that
n = 0; thus, Hi

R+,m0R
(M) = 0 for i > 0 by Theorem 3.3, for example.

Assume then that n > 0 and that the result is established for
R-modules of dimension smaller than n. By [11, Corollary 2.5],
Hi

R+,J(ΓJ (M)) ∼= Hi
R+

(ΓJ (M)) for all i ≥ 0. By using the fact that√
ann

(
ΓJ(M)

m0ΓJ (M)

)
=

√
m0R+ ann(ΓJ(M))

and √
ann

(
M/JM

m0(M/JM)

)
=

√
m0R+ J + ann(M),

it can be concluded that

dim
ΓJ(M)

m0ΓJ(M)
≤ dim

M/JM

m0(M/JM)
= d.

Next, we use [3, Lemma 3.4] to obtain Hi
R+,J(ΓJ(M)) = 0 for all i > d.

Moreover, the exact sequence

0 −→ ΓJ(M) −→ M −→ M/ΓJ(M) −→ 0

yields the long exact sequence

· · · −→ Hi
R+,J(ΓJ(M)) −→ Hi

R+,J(M) −→ Hi
R+,J(M/ΓJ (M)) −→ · · · .

We then derive

Hi
R+,J(M) ∼= Hi

R+,J(M/ΓJ(M)),
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for all i > d. This yields

dim
M/ΓJ(M)

(m0R+ J)M/ΓJ(M)
= dim

M

(m0R+ J)M + ΓJ (M)
≤ d.

In this way, we can assume that M is a J torsion-free module. Thus,
there exists a homogeneous element a ∈ J which is a nonzero divisor
on M . The exact sequence

0 −→ M
a−→ M −→ M/aM −→ 0

yields the long exact sequence

· · · −→ Hi
R+,J(M)

a−→ Hi
R+,J(M) −→ Hi

R+,J(M/aM) −→ · · · .

Since

dimR M/aM = n− 1 and dimR
M/aM

(m0R+ J)M/aM
= d,

we can use the inductive hypothesis to conclude that Hi
R+,J(M/aM) =

0 for all i > d. Then, the above long exact sequence yields
aHi

R+,J(M) = Hi
R+,J(M). By Nakayama’s lemma, we obtain the de-

sired result. �

4. Depth (I, J) on graded module. In this section, we work with
the concept of the depth of a pair homogeneous ideals of R and obtain
an expression for it as M and R are both Cohen-Macaulay.

For the typical case, [2, Theorem 6.2.7] stated

depthI(M) = inf{i ∈ N0 | Hi
I(M) ̸= 0},

for an R-ideal I and a finite R-module M such that IM ̸= M . The
case of a pair of (I, J) ideals was defined in [1, Definition 3.1]. Now
we recall this definition, as follows.

Throughout this section, let R = ⊕d≥0Rd denote a positively
standard graded Noetherian ring such that R0 is a local ring of maximal
ideal m0. Let M = ⊕d∈ZMd be a finitely graded R-module.

Definition 4.1. Let I and J be two homogeneous ideals of the graded
ring R and M a graded R-module. We define depth of (I, J) on M by
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depth(I, J,M) = inf{depth(a,M) | a ∈ W̃ (I, J)}

if this infimum exists, and ∞ otherwise.

Remark 4.2. In the general case, by [11, Theorem 3.2, Theorem 4.1]
or [1, Proposition 3.3],

depth(I, J,M) = inf{i ∈ N0 | Hi
I,J(M) ̸= 0}.

Let I, J,K be three homogeneous ideals of R. We introduce

ht(I, J,K) := inf{ht(p) | p ∈ W (I, J) ∩ V (K)}.

Note that, when J = (0),

ht(I, J,K) = ht(I +K).

Proposition 4.3. Assume that M is a Cohen-Macaulay R-module and
R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Set I =

√
annR M . Then,

depth (R+, J,M) = ht(R+, J, I)− ht(I).

In particular, ht(R+, J, I)− ht(I) = inf{i ∈ N0 | Hi
R+,J(M) ̸= 0}.

Proof. By [11, Theorem 4.1] (or [1, Proposition 3.3]),

depth (R+, J,M) = inf{depthMp | p ∈ W (R+, J)}.

Note that

depth (R+, J,M) = inf{depthMp | p ∈ W (R+, J) ∩ V (I)},

since Mp = 0 as p /∈ V (I), that is, depthMp = ∞ and since M is
Cohen-Macaulay, in particular,

depthMp = dimMp

for each p ∈ W (R+, J). However, R is also Cohen-Macaulay, by
hypothesis, so

dimMp = dimRp/Ip = dimRp − ht Ip.

By [8, Lemma 1.2.2], all minimal primes of I have the same height,
so that ht Ip = ht I for each p. Combining the above arguments, we
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obtain

depth (R+, J,M) = inf{dimRp − ht I | p ∈ W (R+, J) ∩ V (I)}.

This equals ht(R+, J, I)−ht I, by definition. The proof is complete. �

Proposition 4.4. Let J be a graded ideal of R. Then, any integer i
for which Hi

R+,m0R+J(M) ̸= 0 satisfies

depth (R+,m0R+ J,M) ≤ i ≤ dimM/(m0R+ J)M.

Proof. The proof follows by Remark 4.2 and Theorem 3.5. �

Corollary 4.5. There is exactly one integer i for which Hi
R+,m0R+J (M)

̸= 0 if and only if

depth (R+,m0R+ J,M) = dimM/(m0R+ J)M.

5. Basic finiteness, vanishing theorem and asymptotical sta-
bility. In this section, we generate two classical results regarding the
graded components of local cohomology for the case of local coho-
mology with respect to a pair of ideals (Proposition 5.2 and Theo-
rem 5.4). This leads to a result on asymptotical stability of the se-
quence {AssR0(H

i
R+,J(M))n}n∈Z. Throughout this section, we assume

R and M are as in Section 4.

It is well known that Hi
R+

(M)n is a finitely generated R0-module

for all n ∈ Z and Hi
R+

(M)n = 0, for n sufficiently large. The next

assertion gives a positive answer for the case of cohomology modules
with respect to a pair of ideals.

Remark 5.1. Let I,K, J be arbitrary ideals of R, and let M be a
K-torsion R-module. It is easy to verify that Hi

I+K,J(M) ∼= Hi
I,J(M)

for all i ∈ N0.

Proposition 5.2. Let J be an ideal generated by elements of zero
degree. Set a := a0 + R+, where a0 denotes an ideal of R0. Suppose
that Hi

a,J(M)n is a finite R0-module for all integers n and i. Then,

Hi
a,J(M)n = 0 for all i ≥ 0 and n sufficiently large.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on dimM . If dimM = 0, then
by [11, Theorem 4.7(1)]. The result is clearly true for all i > 0. In
addition, Γa,J(M)n = Mn = 0 for n ≫ 0.

Suppose now that dimM > 0 and the result is established for finitely
generated modules of dimension less than dimM . By [11, Corollary
2.5], Hi

a,J(ΓJ(M)) ∼= Hi
a(ΓJ(M)) for all i ≥ 0. The exact sequence

0 −→ ΓJ(M) −→ M −→ M/ΓJ(M) −→ 0

then yields the long exact sequence

Hi
a(ΓJ (M))n −→ Hi

a,J(M)n −→ Hi
a,J(M/ΓJ(M))n −→ Hi+1

a (ΓJ(M))n.

Using [7, Proposition 1.1], the above sequence yields that Hi
a,J(M)n is

isomorphic to Hi
a,J(M/ΓJ(M))n for all n sufficiently large. Hence, we

can assume that M is a J torsion-free R-module. As J is generated by
homogeneous elements of zero degree, by the prime avoidance lemma,
there exists an element x in J of zero degree which is a non zero divisor
on M .

The exact sequence

0 −→ M
x−→ M −→ M/xM −→ 0

induces an exact sequence

−→ Hi
a,J(M)n

x−→ Hi
a,J(M)n −→ Hi

a,J(M/xM)n −→ .

By the above sequence, we have Hi
a,J(M/xM)n is finitely gener-

ated. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, for every i ≥ 0,
Hi

a,J(M/xM)n = 0 for all n sufficiently large. The above exact se-
quence then yields an epimorphism

Hi
a,J(M)n

x−→ Hi
a,J(M)n,

for all n ≫ 0 so that

Hi
a,J(M)n = xHi

a,J(M)n.

Nakayama’s lemma completes the proof. �

Lemma 5.3. If J is generated by elements of degree 0 and Hi
R+,J(M)n

= 0 for n ≫ 0 and all i ≥ 0, then Hi
R+,J(M)n is a finitely generated

R0-module for all n integers and for all i ≥ 0.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on i. Since M is a finite R-module,
H0

R+,J(M)n is a finite R0-module for all n.

Suppose now that i > 0. The result is established for smaller values
of i. Due to the graded isomorphismHi

R+,J(M) ∼= Hi
R+,J(M/ΓR+,J(M))

for i > 0, we can assume that M is an (R+, J)-torsion-free R-module
(and thus an R+ torsion-free module). Then there exists an element
x ∈ R+, which is a non-zero divisor on M , say deg(x) = a. The exact
sequence

0 −→ M
x−→ M [a] −→ (M/xM)[a] −→ 0

induces an exact sequence

Hi−1
R+,J(M)n+a → Hi−1

R+,J(M/xM)n+a → Hi
R+,J(M)n

x→ Hi
R+,J(M)n+a.

From the above exact sequence it can be deduced that Hi
R+,J(M/xM)n

= 0 for n sufficiently large. By the inductive hypothesis, it then follows
that Hi−1

R+,J(M/xM)q is finitely generated for all q ∈ Z. There exists

s ∈ Z such that Hi−1
R+,J(M/xM)n = 0 by hypothesis for all n ≥ s and

Hi
R+,J(M)n = 0 for all n ≥ s− a.

Fix n ∈ Z, and let k ≥ 0 be an integer such that n + ka ≥ s − a.
Thus, Hi

R+,J(M)n+ka = 0. For each j = 0, . . . , k−1, we have the exact
sequence

Hi−1
R+,J(M/xM)n+(j+1)a −→ Hi

R+,J(M)n+ja
x−→ Hi

R+,J(M)n+(j+1)a.

In conclusion, we obtain that Hi
R+,J(M)n+ja is finitely generated for

j = k− 1, k − 2, . . . , 1, 0 such that Hi
R+,J(M)n is finitely generated for

all n ∈ Z. �

Theorem 5.4. If J is generated by elements of zero degree, then the
following are equivalent.

(i) Hi
R+,J(M)n is a finite R0-module for all n ∈ Z and all i ≥ 0.

(ii) Hi
R+,J(M)n = 0 for n ≫ 0 and all i ≥ 0.

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 5.2. �

Consider the following definition. We say AssR0(H
i
R+,J(M)n) is

asymptotically increasing for n → −∞ if there exists an n0 ∈ Z such
that
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AssR0
(Hi

R+,J(M)n) ⊆ AssR0
(Hi

R+,J(M)n+1)

for all n ≤ n0.

Lemma 5.5. Let M be a finite graded R-module and J an arbitrary
ideal. Let i ∈ N0 be such that Hj

R+,J(M)n is a finite R0-module for all

j < i and n ≪ 0. Then AssR0(H
i
R+,J(M)n) is asymptotically increasing

for n → −∞.

Proof. The proof essentially follows as in [7, Theorem 3.4] by using
the natural graded isomorphism Hk

R+,J(M) ∼= Hk
R+,J(M/ΓR+,J(M))

for all k ≥ 1, and observing that, if M is an (R+, J)-torsion-free R-
module, it is also an R+-torsion-free since ΓR+(M) ⊆ ΓR+,J(M). �

Theorem 5.6. Let M be a finitely graded R-module, J an ideal of
R generated by elements of zero degree, and let i ∈ N be such that
Hj

R+,J(M)n is a finite R0-module for all j < i and n ≪ 0. If one of

the conditions in Theorem 5.4 occurs, then there exists a finite subset
X of Spec(R0) such that AssR0(H

i
R+,J(M)n) = X for n ≪ 0.

Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 5.4, since
AssR0(H

i
R+,J(M)n) is finite for all n integers. �

If the sequence {AssR0(H
i
R+,J(M))n}n∈Z satisfies the assertion in

Theorem 5.6, we say it is asymptotically stable for n → −∞.

Acknowledgments. The first author thanks Sathya Sai Baba for
guidance.
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